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the realisb :1rgut"d th;H the i ntc'r-\\~.lf sch,..11.i rs· .1ppm1Ji 

w-Js fb wed in a number l1 ( respcYts. Fur c~x-~rn1ple. they 

ignored the rnle of po,,·er. l)Yc'.re:-tim,lteJ the dc-gw•e £1l 

which nation-states sh.m ::'d ,1 set of cl1nmwn interests, 

and ,,·ere o,·erl~-optimistic th:1t htm1ankind --·oulJ O\c'r

come the scourge of " ·ar. TI1e ourbreJ.k of tht' Snond 

\ \"orld \\'ar in 1939 confirmed. t-;_,r the> realists .11 bst. 

rhe inadequacies of the idealists· Jppw.1ch to stud,i ng 

international politics. 

A new approach. one b;1sed on the timdes.s insights 

of real ism. replaced the dis..::reditd idc>alist approach. 

Histories of the academic field of International 

Relations describe a Grea t Debate th:H took place in the 

late 1930s and early 19-Ws between th e inter-w-:ir ide

alists and a nev,, generation of rea list ,\Titers who all 

emphasized the ubiquity' of p ower and the competitive 

nature of politics among nations (Schmidt 2012). The 

standard account of the Great Debate is that the reaJjsts 

emerged victorious, a nd from 1939 to the present many 

theorists and policy-makers have continued to view the 

inhab it is a per ilo us pla...:e , helps to dehne the c'ssent~ 

core ofreJ.lis m . There is. ho,,·ew r, one issue in p,1rtkt 

lar that theoris ts .:isso..::i ated " ·ith miso11 cf't_;tat . • 1nJ J~ 

sical real ism m ore genera lly, were concerned with: lft 

role, if an~-, that mL"ira ls and eth ics occupy in interru 

tionaJ politics. 

Realists arc sceptical of the idea thJt un irern 

moral prin ciples ex is t. a nd the refore ,,·am state lead¢ 

against sacr ifi ci ng the i r own sel f.interests in orden 

adhere to some indetermina te no tion of 'ethk,tl' ct1 : 

duct Moreover, rea lists argue tha t the need tL1r sun'il« 

r~~uires state Ieaders--to dis tance them selves from m 

d1t10nal not!Q!}s of mo rality. Machian'lli aroued tai 

these principles were pos ith·ely harm fu l if a~here/l 

b~- state leaders ft , .. - . 

· '' ,i::, 
1111perat1ve that statt' !c.iJi 

learned a different k . d . . 
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· world through reali st lenses. Realism taugh t fo reign 

policy officials to focus on in terests rather than on-ide

ology, to seek peace th rough strength, and to recognize 

that great powers ca n coexist e,·en if thcT have anti

thetical values and beliefs. The fact that r;alism offers 

something of a 'manual ' fo r maximizing the interests 

of 
th ~ state in a hostile environment explains in part 

why It remains the dominant tradition in the study 
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·-rn and modern variants. Indeed, the three core 
reali, .d . f . h 1 · . 

ts that we I ent1 y wit rea 1sm - stat1sm, sur-
Jemen . 

e_ 
1 

nd self-help- are present lll the work of a clas-
~va, a . . . 
. . 

1 
ealist such as Tirncyd1des and structural realists 

. s1ca r 
· has Kenneth Waltz. 
5uc . 

Realism identifies the group as the fundamen -

tal unit of political analysis. When Thucydides and 

Machiavelli were writing, the basic unit was the polis or 

city-state, but since the Peace of Westphalia (1648) real 

ists consider the sovereign state as the principal actor 

in international politics. This is often referred to as the 

state-cen!ric assumption of realism. St;itismis.the term 

oiven to the idea of tbe state as the legitimate · repre-
o 
sentative of the collective will of the people. The legiti -

macy of the state is what enables it to exercise authority 

within its domestic borders. Yet outside the boundaries 

of the state realists argue that a condition of anarchy 

exists. By anarchy, what is most often meant is that 

international politics takes place in an arena that has 

no overarching central authority above the individual 

collection of sovereign states. Thus, rather than neces

sarily denoting chaos and lav:lessness, the · concept of 

anarchy is used by realists to emphasize the point that 

the international realm is distinguished by the lack of a 

central authority. 

Following from this, realists draw a sharp distinc

tion between domestic and international politics. 

Thus, while Hans J. Morgenthau argues that 'interna

tional politics, like all politics, is a struggle for power', 

he goes to great lengths to illustrate the qualitatively 

different result this struggle has on international-poli

tics as compared to -domestic politics {[-1948] 1955: 

25). A prominent explanation that realists provide 

fo r this difference in behaviour relates to the differ

ent organizational structure of domestic and interna

tional politics. Realists argue that the basic structure 

of international politics is one of anarchy, in that each 

of the independent sovereign states considers itself to 

be its own highest authoril y and does not recognize 

a higher power. Conversely, domestic politics is often 

described as a hierarchical structure in which different 

political actors stand in various relations of super- and 

subordination. 

It is largely on the basis of how realists depict the 

international environment that they conclude that the 

flrst priority for state leaders is to ensure the survival 
of ti · , · · 

ic,r state. Under anarchy, the survival of the state 

cannot be guaranteed. Realists correctly assume that 

:di ,; ta1 ,, · · I k 
· '-) w1s 1 to perpetuate their existence. Loo · ing 

back at history, however, realists note that tbe actions 

of some states have resulted in other states losing their 

existence. This is partly explained in light of the power 

differentials of states. Intuitively, states with more 

power stand a better chance of surviving than states 

with less power. Power is crucial to the realist lexicon 

and has traditionally been defined narrowly in military 

strategic terms. Yet, irrespective of how much power a 

state may possess, the core national interest of all states 

must be survival. Like the pursuit of power, the promo

tion of the national interest is, according to realists, an 

iron-law of-necessity. 
Self-help is the principle of action in an anarchi

cal system. According to realism, each state actor is 

responsible for ensuring its own well-being and sur

vival. Realists do not believe it is prudent for a state to 

entrust its safety and surviv;l to another actor or inter

national institution, such as the United Nations. Unlike 

in domestic politics, there is no emergency number that 

states can dial when they are in mortal danger. 

What options do states have to ensure their own 

security? Consistent with the principle of self-help, if 

a state feels threatened it should seek to augment its 

own power by increasing its military capabilities. Yet 

this may prove to b_e insufficient for a number of smaller 

states who feel threatened by a much larger state. This 

brings us to one of the crucial mechanisms that ·real

ists throughout the ages have considered essential to 

preserving the liberty of states-the balance of power. 

Although various meanings have been attributed to the 

concept of the balance of power, the most common def

inition holds that if the survival of a state is threatened 

by a hegemonic state or coalition of stronger states, they 

should join forces, establish a formal alliance, and seek 

to preserve their own independence by checking the 

power of the opposing side. TI1e mechanism of the bal

ance of power seeks to ensure an equilibrium of power 

so that no one state or coalition of states is in a posi

t~~n to dominate all the others. The cold war compe -;_ 

tlt1on between the East and West, as institutionalized 

through the formal alliance system of the Warsaw Pact 

and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

provides a prominent example of the b 1 f ' 
. . . a ance o power 

mechanism m action (see Ch. 4). 

The peaceful conclusion of the cold h 
. war caug t 

many realists off guard 1l1e • . 6.1.. c 
. · lll,l 1 ity to 1oresee the 

dynamics that led to the end of tl .... l . . l 
. 1c )Ipo ar cold war 

system sparked the publicat . 1_ . 
. . · . . ton o several powerful 
u 1t1ques of realist theor , C .· _.. . . . . . 

) . .., 11t1es ,1lso nu111L1t1h'd tl1;1t 
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one state) has become more prevalent than inter-state war. · . it is natural to expect that security wi ll be thei r first priority and 

Since re:ilists generally focus on the latter type of conflict, crit- that they wi ll seek the means to perpetuate their own existence. 
ics contend that realism is irrelevant to the predicament of the Yet, just as for states, one group's attempt to enhance its security 
global South, which has been wracked by nationalist and ethnic will create uncertainty in the minds of rival groups, which will in 
wars. But this is not the case, and realists have turned their alten- tum seek to augment their own power. Realists argue that this 
tion to analysing the causes of intra-state war and recommend- revolving spiral of distrust and uncertainty leads to intense secu-
ing solutions. rity competition and often to military conflict among the various 

Structural realists maintain that when the sovereign author- independent groups who were previously subject to the sover-
ity of the state collapses, such as in Somalia and Haiti, internal eign power of the state. 
wars happen for many of the same reasons that wars between In addition to analysing the cause of intra-state wars, realists 
states happen. In a fundamental sense, the dichotomy between have p~cribed solutions. Unlike many liseral solutiens to civil 
domestic order and international disorder breaks down when and ethnic wars that re,t on power-sharing agreements and the 
the state loses the legitimate authority to rule. The resulting anar- creation of multi -ethnic states, realists have advocated separa-
chy inside the state is analogous to the anarchy among states. In tion or partition. For realists, anarchy can be eliminated by creat-
such a situation, realist theory contends that the different groups ing a central government. And wh ile the creation of multi·eth0ic 

· 'JI 
·~ 

inside the state will vie for power in an attempt to gain a sense of states might be a noble endeavour, realists argue that they do not 
security. Barry Posen (1993) has applied the key realist concept of have a very good success rate. Ethnically homogeneous 5tates are 

:i 

' the security dilemma to explain the political dynamics that result held by realists to be more stable and less dependent on outside ·t when different ethnic, religious, and cultural groups suddenly 

realism was unable to provide a persuasive account 
of new developments such as regional integration, 
humanitarian intervention, the emergence of a secu
rity community in Western Europe, and the growing 
importance of non-state actors (see Chs 7, 17, and 26). 
In addition, proponents of globalization argued that 
realism's privileged actor; the state, was in decline rela
tive to non-state actors such as transnational corpo
rations and powerful regional institutions (see Ch. 19). 
Critics also contend that realism is unable to explain 
the increasing incidence of intra-state wars plaguing 
the global South. As Box 6.1 discusses, realists claim 
that their theory does indeed explain the incidence of 
intra-state conflicts. 'D1e cumulative weight of these 
criticisms led many to question the analytical ade
quacy of realist thought. 

By way of a response to the critics, it is worth 
reminding them that the death-knell of realism has 
been sounded a number of times already, only to see 
the res -. urgence ot new forms of realism arise. In this 
respect re·1lism h . I I r· . , , . s ares wit 1 conservatism (its ideo-
og1c,II godfather) the recognition that a theory with-

out the means to ch·u J , . . . 
, 1ge is without the me·rns of 1·1s own presc · , t · 'fl ' ' 

• , , i \ a ion._ le questio11 nf realism's resilien 
louch(: s on one ol its . " t .. I ·I . ce . l en 1,1 '- aims, namely that it is 

military occupation. 
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the embodiment of laws of international politics that i 
remain true across time (history) and space (geopoli
tics). Thus, while political conditions have changed 
since the end of the cold war, realists believe that the I 
world continues to operate according to the logic of ~ 
realism. The. question of whether realism does embody f 
'timeless truths' about politics \<\7ill be returned-.to.in the 1 
conclusion of the.chapter. 1; 

-~ 

~ 

• s~1enacleistmhehabsegb·1enen~1 the fdomdinan: theory of world politics J 
ng o aca em1c International Relations. i 

J • Outside the academy, realism has a much longer history in 
the work of classical political theorists such as Thucydides, 
Machiavelli, Hobbes, and Rousseau. 

• The unifying theme around which all realist thinking 
converges is that states find themselves in the 
shadow of anarchy such that their security cannot be taken 
for granted. 

• At the start of the new millennium, realism continues to 
~ttract academicians and inform policy-makers, although 
111 the period since the end of the cold war we have seen 
heiehtened cr··1t· · f . · L .. __ 0 1c1srn o I ealist assumptions. 
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